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Let S, T E Q[X] he polynomials over the rational numbers of degrees m, n 
respectively where m 1 n. When is there a polynomial FE Q[X] such that T = 
S 0 F? A necessary condition is that the ratio of the leading coefficients he an 
m-th power in Q. This together with (i) S(X) = T(Y) has an infinity of solutions 
in (l/k)Z for some k or (ii) T(Q) C S(Q) is sufficient. Application is made to the 
question of when there are infinite sets E C Q such that S(E) = T(E). 
We begin with a series of lemmas whose aim is to show that if the 
equation S(X) - T(Y) = 0 has an infinity of integer solutions where S 
and Tare manic polynomials and degree S ] degree T, then we may solve 
for Yin terms of X. 
LEMMA 1. Let S, T E Q[X] be manic polynomials of degree m < n 
respectively. Suppose n/m = t/s where t, s E N+ and (t, s) = 1. Then there 
is a unique manic polynomial FE Q[X’l”] such that 
T(X) - S(F(x)) is of degree < n - n/m - l/s. 
Proof. Set S(X) G CL,, aiXm-i, T(X) = Cr4 biXnwi, and F(X) = 
&, c~X~J~--~~~. Then 
(F(X))“z E X” + mclXn-l’s + (mc2 + g2(c1)) Xn--Pls 
+ (me3 + g3(c1 , 4) X”-31” + *** 
+ (met + gdc, , c2, .., ct4)) Xn-+ + g(c, ,..., ct , X) 
where the gi , g are polynomials and degree, g < n - t/s - l/s. Now 
S(F(X)) = (F(X))m + alXn-IElm + f(cl ,..., ct, X) where degreex 
f < n - n/m - l/s. By comparing coefficients we see that we can solve 
successively for the c, , c2 ,..., ct in such a way that T(X) - S(F(X)) is of 
degree < n - n/m - l/s. 
We need a technical lemma. 
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LEMMA 2. Let S(X) = X” + aXmpl where a is a rational number and 
let k be a positive integer. There are constants N, c > 0 depending on a, m, k 
such that / S(x) - S(y)1 > c max(l x I , 1 y I)+l whenever x, y E (l/k)Z 
are distinct with min(I x / , 1 y I) > N and, in case m is even, 
x + y + 2alm # 0. 
Proof. The proof is by cases. Note that x, y play symmetric roles and 
that we may assume a E (l/k) Z. Set t = max(I x 1 , I y I), 6 = 1 or - 1. 
Suppose first that x, y > 0 are distinct. By the way S was defined, S(X) is 
monotone for x > I a j and also for x < - 1 a / . So 
min(l x I , I Y I) > I a I + l/k 
implies / S(6x) - S(Sy)i > / S(St) - S(St - S/k)1 . The binomial expan- 
sion of S(St) - S(St - 6/k) is a polynomial of degree m - 1 with leading 
term (m/k) @‘Y--l, so that there is an N,(k) > / a I + l/k such that 
I S(St) - S(St - S/k)1 > (m/2k) tm-l whenever t = max(l x 1, j y 1) > N,(k). 
Combining inequalities we get the cases in which x, y have the same sign. 
Suppose now that m is odd and x > 0 > y. If min(l x j , 1 y I) > 1 a j , 
then I S(x) - S(y)1 = / S(x)1 + I S(y)1 2 / S(t)1 . Choosing Nz > N,(k) 
so large that / t 1 > Nz implies / S(t)1 > (l/2) tnL gives the result in this 
case. 
The remaining case is m even, x + y + 2a/m # 0, and x > 0 > y. The 
binomial theorem shows that S(M) - S(-2a/m - SX) is of degree 
< m - 1. Hence we may choose N3 > 0 such that 
j S(Sx) - S(-22a/m - 6x)/ < xm-3/2 
whenever x > N3 . By the first part of the proof, 
I S(-2a/m - 6x) -S(Sy)i > (1/2k) P-’ 
whenever min(j x 1 , 1 y I) > N,(mk) + 2 I a i/m. Choose 
N4 > max(N, , Ndmk) + 2 I a I/m> 
such that whenever t > N4, (1/2k) tm-l - tWL-3/2 > (1/4k) t”-‘. Com- 
bining inequalities gives this last case. 
The last lemma can be generalized to give: 
LEMMA 3. Let S(X) = S,(X) + S,(X) E Q[X] be a polynomial with 
S,(X) = X” + aP--l and S, of degree at most m - 2, and let T(X) E Q[X] 
be apolynomial of degree n > m. Suppose n/m = t/s with t, s E Nf, (t, s) = 1. 
Denote by F(X) E Q[Xl’“] the unique polynomial given by Lemma 1. 
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Then for any k E N+, there is an A4 > 0 and a c > 0 such that, whenever 
x e(l/k) Z and y = zs with z E (l/k) Z satisfy min(l x 1 , 1 y I) > M, 
x # F(y) and x + 2a/m + F(y) # 0, they also satisfy 
IT(y) - S(x)1 > c max(l x I , j y In/m)m-l. 
Proof. (i) Let x, y, z be as in the statement of the lemma and d be a 
common multiple of the denominators of the coefficients of F(X). Since 
yils = zi E (Ilki) Z, we have F(y) E (l/dkt) Z. 
(ii) By Lemma 2, there are constants N1 , c > 0 such that w, 
x E (l/ktd) Z, min( I x I , I w  I) > N1 , x # w, and (2a/m) + x + w # 0 
imply / S,(x) - S,(w)1 > c max(l x I , I w  I)“-l. 
(iii) Choose N2 > N1 such that min(l x I , ( y I > Nz implies 
min(l x I , I F(y)l) > N1 and 1 F(y)] > (l/2) I y I’@. By parts (i) and (ii) of 
the proof it follows that, with x, y, z as before, if min(l x j , I y I) > Nz , 
we have 
I W4 - W(Y))I > c ma4 x I , I F(Y)I)“-~ 
> (c/2m-l) max(l x I , 1 y In/m)+-l. 
(iv) T(Y) - WK9, S2UTYN, and S&X) are of degrees at most 
n - n/m - l/s, (m - 2)(n/m) = n - 2n/m, and m - 2 respectively. 
Hence T(y) - S(F( y)) - S,(F( y)) - S,(x) = 0( ~“-“l+l/~) + O(X+~) = 
o(max(l x 1 , I y l”/“)“-l). Combining this with part (iii) of the proof, we 
see that there is an M > Nz such that, x, y being as before except that we 
require also that min(l x / . / y I) > M, we have 
I T(Y) - WI b I I T(Y) - W’(Y)) + W-(Y)) - W)l - I &V’W> 
- W)l I > W”) max(l x I , I y I+Y--l 
which shows the result. 
The next lemma is Lemma 1 of [l] in the special case of o = Z. 
LEMMA 4. Let S, T be polynomials in Z[X] of degrees m, n respectively 
and suppose S(p/q) = T(r/s) where p/q, / r s are reduced fractions in Q. If a 
is the leading coeficient of S, then q” 1 a”%“. In particular, tf S and T are 
manic and q, s E N+, q” = s”. 
It is now easy to prove: 
THEOREM 1. Let S, T E Q[X] be manic polynomials of degree m, n 
respectively with m < n and let s = m/(m, n). If for some k E Nf, the 
equation S(X) = T(Y) has an infinity of solutions (x, y) with x E (l/k) Z and 
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y = zs where z E (l/k) Z, then there is a poIynomia1 FE Q[Ws] such that 
T(X) = S(F(X)). 
Proof. (i) Let a be the coefficient of Xm-l in S(X). Lemma 3 says that 
there is a polynomial F E Q[Xl/“] and a constant M > 0 such that 
x E (l/k) Z, y = zs with z E (l/k) Z satisfying T(y) = S(x), and 
min(l x 1 , 1 y I) > M must also satisfy x = F(y) or x + F(y) + 2a/m = 0. 
Substituting these values for x into T(Y) = S(X) gives T(y) = S(F(v)) or 
T(y) = S(-2a/m -F(y)). 
(ii) If S(x) = T(y) and max(i x 1 , / y 1) is large, then so is 
min(l x I , I y I). Since (l/k) Z is discrete in R, it follows that there are 
infinitely many x, y with x E (l/k) Z and y = zs where z E (l/k) Z such 
that S(x) = T(y) and min(j x / , I y 1) > M. The set of the y’s is infinite. 
But part (i) of the proof shows that for any such y, either T(y) = S(F( y)) 
or else T(y) = S(--F(y) -2a/m). 0 ne of these equations holds for an 
infinity of y and hence identically. 
COROLLARY. Let S, T E Z[X] be manic polynomials of degree m, n 
respectively with m < n. If for some k E N+, the equation S(X) = T(Y) has 
an injinity of solutions (x, y) with x E (l/k) Z and y = zs where z E Q, 
s = m/(m, n), then there is a polynomial FE Q[Xl@] such that T(X) = 
W(xN. 
Proof. By Lemma 4, S(x) = T(z”) with x = p/q, z = u/v, (u, v) = 
(p, 4) = 1, U, p E Z, v, q E N+ implies qm = van, so that q = vsn@. Hence 
q 1 k => v 1 k and the theorem applies. 
If R(X) is any polynomial and E C Q, then we denote by Im,R(X) the 
set R(E). As an easy consequence we now prove: 
THEOREM 2. If S, T E Q[X] are polynomials of degrees m, n respectively 
and leading coeficients a, b respectively, then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) There is a polynomial F(X) E QIX1ls] (where s = m/(m, n)) such 
that T(X) = S(F(X)). 
(ii) b/a is an m-th power in Q and for some k E N+, S(X) = T( Y”) 
has an infinity of solutions in (l/k) Z x (l/k) Z. 
(iii) ImoT( Ys) C ImoS(X) and b/a is an m-th power in Q. 
(iv) b/a is an m-th power in Q andfor some k E N+ there is an infinite 
subset E of (l/k) Z such that lmE T( YE) C ImoS(X). 
Proof. Clearly it suffices to consider the case where S, T have integer 
coefficients. Suppose condition (i) holds true. If c is the leading coefficient 
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of F, the equality of the leading coefficients of T(X) and S(F(X)) shows 
that b/a = cm. Further Z’(Y”) = S(F(Y”)) where F(Ys) E Q[Yj so 
ImJ(Y”) C Im$(X). 
Thus condition (i) implies condition (iii). Clearly condition (iii) implies 
condition (iv). 
Suppose condition (iv) holds true. For every u/v E E with 
(u, V) = 1, U, u E Z there is a p/q with p, q E Z, (p, q) = 1 such that 
T(us/vs) = S(p/q). By Lemma 4, 4” 1 Puns so q / avnslm, where ns/m = 
n/(n, m) E Nf. Now v 1 k so that q / aknslm. Letting u/v run through E, we 
get an infinity of solutions of S(X) = T(Y”) in (l/ak”“/“) Z x (l/k) Z. 
Hence condition (iv) implies condition (ii). 
Suppose finally that condition (ii) holds true. Let cm = b/a with c E Q. 
Define S,(X) = (l/b) S(cX) and T,(X) = (l/b) T(X). If r(ps) = S(a), then 
T,(jIs) = (l/b) r(f18) = (l/b) S(U) = &(ol/c). It follows that T,(Ys) = 
S,(X) has an infinity of solutions in (l/kc) Z. Now S, and T1 are manic, so 
we may apply Theorem 1 and conclude that there is an I;;(X) E Q[Xlt”] 
such that T,(X) = S,(FI(X)). But then F(X) = cF,(X) satisfies condition 
(i) since S(F(X)) = bS,(F(X)/c) = bSI(FI(X)) = bT,(X) = T(X). Thus con- 
dition (ii) implies condition (i), and were are through. 
Remarks. (i) Suppose T(X) = S(F(X)) where F(X) E Q[X”“] for some 
U. Then it is easy to see that condition (ii) of Theorem 2 is satisfied. Hence 
T(X) = S(F,(X)) with FI E Q[Xll”]. 
(ii) It is easy to see that the proof of Theorem 2 is effective, in the 
sense that given S and T, we can decide whether or not there is an F such 
that S(F) = T and that, in the case where no such F exists but that the ratio 
of the leading coefficients of S and T is an m-th power in Q where m- 
degree S, we can, given k E Nf, calculate all solutions of S(X) = T(Y) in 
(l/k)Z x (l/k)Z. 
COROLLARY. Zf S, T E Q[X] are polynomials, then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) There is a polynomial F(X) E Q[X] such that S(F(X)) = T(X). 
(ii) The degree of T is a multiple of that of S and there exist poly- 
nomials G, HE Q[Xj such that S(G(X)) = T(H(X)). 
Proof. Clearly the second condition is implied by the first. As for the 
converse, let us verify condition (ii) of Theorem 2. If d is a common 
multiple of the denominators of the coefficients of G and H, then 
(x, y) = (G(n), H(n)) for n E Z is a solution of S(X) = T(Y) in 
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(l/d) Z x (l/d) Z. If b, c, a, d are the leading coefficients of S, G, T, H 
respectively, then since S 0 G = T 0 H, bc” = ad” where m, n are the degrees 
of S, T respectively. Since m / n, b/a is an m-th power in Q. Noting that 
s = m/(m, n) = 1, we see that condition (ii) and hence condition (i) of 
Theorem 2 holds true, which shows the corrollary. 
Remark. With the notation of the corollary, suppose in addition that 
S(X) - T(Y) is irreducible. The corollary then says that the only curves 
of this form that are polynomially unirational and such that degree S 
divides degree Tare those that are biregular to a line. 
The next lemma is similar to Lemma 5 of [l 1. 
LEMMA 5. Let S, T E Q[X] be polynomials of degrees m, n respectively 
with leading coeficients b, a respectively and suppose m < n and a/b = c” 
is an m-th power in Q. Set s = m/(m, n). If there is a sequence cx,, , 01~ ,... of 
s-thpowers in Q such that T(aJ = S(ociPl) for i > 0 and such that 
E = {ai 1 i > 0} 
is injinite, then there is a polynomial F E Q[Xll”] such that T(X) = S(F(X)). 
Proof. (i) It suffices to consider the case where S, T E Z[X]. Let 
T,(X) = as”-lT(X/aS) and S,(X) = as+lS(X/as). Then Tl is manic and 
the leading coefficient of S, is an m-th power since it is a8n-1ba-sm = 
asn-sm/cm = (at/c)“z where t = snjm - s = n/(m, n) - s. Further, T(olJ = 
T((Y~-~); so Tl(asai) = aSn-lT(ai) = as+lS(oli-l) = Sl(asc+,). 
(ii) Suppose T,(p/q) = S,(U/U) wherep, q, U, v E Z and the fractions 
are reduced. Since Tl is manic, Lemma 4 implies that q” I urn ; so q / v. Let 
k be the denominator of a reduced fraction expression of a-5x0. Since by 
part (i) of the proof, Tl(a%xi) = Sl(asai-l), it follows that aScli E (l/k) Z, 
for i > 0. So condition (ii) of Theorem 2 is verified; it follows that there 
is an Fl E QIXIIs] such that T,(X) = S,(F,(X)). Letting F(X) = Fl(asX)/as 
we have 
S(F(X)) E S(Fl(asX)/as) E (l/a”“-l) S,(F,(a”X)) = (l/a”“-‘) T,(a”X) 
E T(X). 
DEFINITION. If S and T are polynomials over Q, an (S, T)-cycle of 
length r is a sequence 01,, cyl ,..., 01,~~ , 01, = 01~ of r distinct elements of Q 
such that T(cuJ = S(& for i = 1, 2 ,..., r. 
A crucial step in [l] was to show that, if degree S < degree T, the 
number of (S, T)-cycles is finite (cf. Lemma 4 [l]). This property unfor- 
tunately does not hold in case degree S = degree T. It can even happen 
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that there is an infinity of cycles of length two even though S, Tare manic. 
For example S(X) = X4 and T(Y) = Y4 - 2Y2 + 1. Here the curve 
defined by S(X) = T(Y) and S(Y) = T(Y) is the circle X2 + Y2 = 1 
which has the rational points 
{(2ab/(a2 + by, (a” - b2)/(a2 + b2))l(a, b) = 1, a, b E Z\(O)}. 
Nevertheless, part (ii) of Theorem 2 shows that if for some k E Nf there 
are infinitely many cycles contained in (l/k)Z, then there is an FE QIX1js] 
such that i’(X) = S(F(X)). In view of the above example our analogue to 
Theorem 1 of [l] is: 
THEOREM 3. Let S, T E Q[X] be polynomials of the same degree n with 
leading coeficients b, a respectively where a/b is an n-th power in Q. 
Suppose that there is an infinite subset E C Q such that S(E) = T(E). Zf E 
contains at most a finite number of (S, T)-cycles, then there is a linear 
polynomial L E Q[X] such that T(X) = S(L(X)). 
Proof. (i) E contains at most a finite number of finite subsets F such 
that T(F) = S(F). This can be proved just like Theorem 2 of [l] except 
Lemma 5 of this paper is used in place of Lemma 5 of [l]. 
(ii) For any q, E E, there are cy( E E, i t Z\(O), such that, for all i E 2, 
T(q) = S(oiiPl). Suppose Cal,, is chosen so that it does not lie in any of the 
sets F of part (i) of the proof. Then either {ai / i > 0} or (01~ / i < 0} must 
be infinite since F = {q 1 i E Z} satisfies S(F) = T(F). If the first is infinite 
Lemma 5 gives the result. If the second is infinite, there is by Lemma 5, a 
linear polynomial L’ such that S(X) = T(L’(X)). Choosing L(X) linear 
such that L’(L(X)) = X gives the result. 
The next lemma will be used when we do not have our condition on the 
leading coefficients of S and T. 
LEMMA 6. Let S, T be polynomials in Q[X] both of degree n with leading 
coeficients 6, a respectively where 1 a ( > 1 b 1 . Then there are constants 
M > 0, c > 1 such that, for any x, y E Q, S(x) = T(y) and 
max(l x I , I Y I) > M imply I x I > c I Y I . 
Proof. (i) Since T(y) = S(x) and max(l x 1 , j y I) large imply 
min(j x I , / y I) large, it suffices to prove the lemma with max replaced by 
min. 
(ii) Choose any c > 1 such that 1 < c” < I a l/l b I and any E > 0 
small enough so that (I a 1 - c)/(l b j + C) > cn. 
Let S(X) = xy=, biX”-i, T(X) = ~~=,, CZ$‘~-~. We may choose A4 > 0 
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aslargethatixl >Mimplies/S(x)l ~~doIbiiI~I”-i~(Ib,I +~)Ixl” 
and I T(x)1 > I a0 I I x /It - ZL, I a, / I x In-i > (I a, I - E)I x In. It follows 
that, if S(x) = T(u) and min( / x I , 1 y I) > M, then (1 b, I + c)j xn I > 
I WI = I KY>l 3 (I a, I - 4 Y” I . so 
(I x l/l Y I>” 3 !I a0 I - M bo I + l ) > cn 
which gives the result. 
THEOREM 4. Let S, T E Q[X] be polynomials of the same degree n with 
leading coeficients b, a respectively where 1 b / < 1 a 1 . There are no 
infinite discrete subsets E C Q such that T(E) C S(E) and S IE is injective. 
Proof. (i) Suppose not. Let E be an infinite such set. Suppose 
a0 ) 011 )...) a$” = a0 is a cycle with T(c+) = S(olipl) for i = 1, 2 ,..., . 
If I 01, I > A4 where M is the constant of Lemma 6, that same lemma 
implies that I 01, / < (l/c)1 q-1 I < (l/3)) 017-Z I < ..a < (l/c’)/ 01~ / , which 
contradicts a0 = 01, . Since E is discrete, there are but a finite number of 
cycles all of whose elements are in absolute value at most M; it follows 
that there are at most a finite number of cycles all of whose elements are in 
E. 
(ii) Choose an 01~ E E not in any cycle all of whose elements are in E. 
For i > 0, choose 01~ E E such that T(cq) = S(oliVl). If for some 
k, / ak I > A4 where A4 is the constant of Lemma 6, then, by that lemma, 
Ia Ic+l ) < (l/c)1 ak / . By induction, there is an r(k) > k such that 
1 (II&) / < M. It follows that there are infinitely many j > 0 such that 
1 q I < M. Since E is discrete, we must have q = oli for some i, j with 
i <j. But then S(oliP1) = T(q) = T(olJ = S(+r), so that oli-i = 01~~~ 
since S IE is injective. By induction it follows that a0 = q-i which contra- 
dicts our choice of 01~ .
DEFINITION. Let S, T be polynomials over Q of degree m, n with 
leading coefficients b, a, respectively. We write S < T if m < n or else 
m = n and I b I < I a I . 
COROLLARY. Let S, T E Q[X] be polynomials with S < T. Suppose that 
for some k E N+ there is an infinite subset E C (l/k) Z such that T(E) C S(E) 
and S IE is injective, then there is a linear polynomial L such that 
T(X) = S(L(X)). 
Proof. By Theorem 1 of [l], degree S = degree T. By Theorem 4, 
I a 1 = I b j . If a/b is an m-th power in Q and E contains an infinite 
number of (S, T)-cycles, then condition (ii) of Theorem 2 is satisfied and 
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so condition (i) of the same theorem also holds, which verifies the corollary 
in this case. If a/b is an m-th power in Q, where m-degree S, and if E 
contains but a finite number of (S, T)-cycles, we can choose an a0 E E not 
in any of these cycles. Choose 01~ E E such that T(q) = oziV1 for i > 0. By 
Lemma 5, if there is no L such that T(X) = S(L(X)), then (Y~ = q for 
some i < j. We obtain a contradiction just as in the proof of Theorem 4. 
The only remaining case is that in which a = -b and degree S-degree T 
is even. In this case, it is easy to see that there is a constant N > 0 such 
that S(X) # S(y) for any x, y E Q satisfying max(l x 1 , 1 y / > N. But this 
contradicts the assumption that E is infinite and discrete. 
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